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Propositions accompanying the thesis
Advancements in structural break testing
by Dominik Blatt
1. When applying structural break tests the context must be considered. A
sequential application of structural break tests enables the detection of
financial contagion (Chapter 3).
2. A rolling window algorithm reduces the computational complexity of
multiple structural breaks estimation. As a tradeoff, the heuristic solves
the optimization locally (Chapter 4).
3. A significant structural break result is typically associated with abrupt
model parameter change. The abruptness is a hypothesis that is
important to investigate further (Chapter 5).
4. A problem of modeling real processes is prediction inaccuracy. A
structural break test can be designed to minimize the prediction error in
expectation (Chapter 6).
5. Null hypothesis testing is reductio ad absurdum reasoning adapted to
statistics. A claim is taken to be valid by demonstrating the
improbability of the result when assuming the counter-claim.
6. The European sovereign debt crisis impacted the euro area member
states asymmetrically. Prior ignorance about the dissimilarity of euro
area member states contributed to the overall severity of the crisis.
7. The velocity of finance, enabled by algorithms, paired with the global
experience creates a depressing feeling of urgency in humans. Mark
Curran
8. The economy is always socially and culturally defined. Financial value
rarely reflects the human experience of value.
9. Justifications come to an end when we are content to have them end.
Thomas Nagel
